
A Guide to Cordless Hair Dryers
 

Cordless hair dryers are a convenient way to dry your hair without the hassle of cords. They

also allow you to take them with you on holiday or on a business trip as they can be charged

wirelessly and are usually small and portable so that they don't take up much room. 

 

There are a number of different models of cordless hair dryers available in the UK and they

vary in terms of their capacity and functionality. It is important to choose the model that best

suits your needs, so that you can get the most out of your device and achieve beautiful hair. 

 

Volo Go 

The Volo Go is a cordless hair dryer that uses infrared heat technology to dry your hair “from

the inside out,” leaving it soft and shiny. Its battery-powered design means you don’t have to

worry about plugging it in, and the unit can run for up to 14 minutes on a single charge. 

 

Lylux 

The Lylux is a cordless hair dryer that claims to be “the world’s quietest.” It’s powered by a

lithium-ion battery, and it features a unique air attachment that diffuses the air, reducing the

noise. The Lylux also has a high-speed motor, which allows it to dry hair faster than other

cordless dryers. 

 

Infiniti Pro 

The Infiniti Pro is a cordless hair dryer that comes with a paddle brush that helps to detangle

and defrizz your hair. It can also be used to style your hair with a variety of heat settings and

speed settings. 

 

ghd Unplugged and Flight 

The ghd Unplugged and Flight is a hair dryer that comes with a brush, a miniature heat

protecting spray and a sleek travel bag. It is designed to help you look professional on the go

and provides salon-worthy results from home or in a hotel. 

 

Volo Beauty 

The Volo Go is a battery-powered cordless hair dryer that aims to dry your hair “from the

inside out.” Its quartz infrared heating technology penetrates your hair and dries it from the

inside out, leaving it soft and shiny. The Volo Go is currently raising funds on Kickstarter and

is expected to be available in mid-2019. 

 

The company plans to launch the cordless hair dryer in the United States market. buy hair

curler online The product is projected to generate revenue of $2.5 million in its first year and

a growth rate of 20% in the next two years. The company will incur $530,000 in fixed costs,

and it will have to sell enough units of the new hair dryer to cover these costs and generate a

profit.
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